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welcome 
to your world 
of luxury

Garden Residency, a gathering of more than just four walls 

where people share a lifestyle and their expression of a 

luxurious home with the world. This is where you are bestowed 

with your housing pride and reveal the aspiration of owning a 

dream home.
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1 tower of 4 storey with 9 apartments 

Earth quake resistant structure

Rain water harvesting methods to be adopted

Over looking panoramic Tilak Garden 

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
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YOUR HOME 

Parking for each flat owner 

Balconies giving view of Tilak Garden / Road

High speed elevator in the tower 

Well designed entrance lobby 

Naturally lighted and ventilated apartments

Superior quality wooden door and windows 

Imported marble and vitrified tile flooring 

Walls finished with plastic paint on P.O.P base

Re f ined  h igh  end  l i f es ty le  

apartments that blend together the 

best of all worlds. Limited edition 

luxury 3 BHK homes, nestled in the 

posh residential area of Jaipur, 

TILAK NAGAR. The convenience of 

its prime most location with its rapid 

connectivity and over looking 

panoramic Tilak Garden. And of 

course the safety, security of the 

serene neighbourhood. 



BATHROOMS

Bath fittings from indigenous top continental brands

Anti skid floor tiles

Running water supply from tubewell / municipal line

Shower cubicle in master bathroom

Premium quality sanitary fittings

Full height dado tiles in all bathrooms 

Storage water heater 

Concealed plumbing 
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KITCHEN

Modular kitchen

Two feet glazed tiles dado above platform

Concealed Plumbing

Granite platform with stainless steel sink

Premium quality fittings and fixtures

RO filtration unit

Electric chimney
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SECURITY

Surrounded by 4 ft. high compound walls with 3 ft. high grill on the top

Control room manned by security personnel

Access control system with CCTV for entry 

Motion sensors at strategic points.

Video door phone.

Entry to residential block only after proper authorization

Visitor's entry only after the issuance of visitor cards

Panic buttons in each apartment for emergency situations

Latest fire fighting system and  devices
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ELECTRICAL / COMMUNICATION

Power back up for common light load and elevators

Concealed copper wiring in PVC conduits 

Concealed AC piping for split unit

Adequate points with modular switches

Power backup for essential light load for apartments

Children friendly electrical connections

Light fittings in entire apartment

Broadband internet connectivity

Landline telephone connection



to Jawahar Nagar

Monilek hospital

Raja Park

Vijay Path

Birla Temple

Ram Bagh

JLN Marg

Tonk Road

Bapu Nagar

University

Area

SDMH

SPS

N

Four Lane Express Way
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Yash Path

Tilak 

Garden

LOCATION HIGHLIGHTS

Located strategically on the junction of thriving commercial 

and posh residential areas All major shopping malls, 

multiplexes, amusement junctions, parks, institutions, 

university, colleges and offices in a radius of 1-2 kms. 

Imagine your home at a a location which has 

?Birla Temple 

?Raja Park 

?Rajasthan University 

?JLN Marg 

?Moti Doongri Temple 

within a radius of just 1 km.

GARDEN RESIDENCY



FLAT 1

FLAT 2

Site Plan Flat no. 1 - 1792 sq.ft  |  Flat no. 2 - 1759 sq.ft  |  Total - 3551 sq.ft



Originating from Jaipur, the city known for its architectural marvel and is also the capital of the largest state of India, 

“Rajasthan”. It's the flagship company of The Mannat Group. The fusion of deeply rooted virtues of quality and excellence 

along with commitment towards complete customer satisfaction has made it the largest real estate developers in the state 

of Rajasthan in a span of 9 years and gradually expanding its operations in Maharashtra and Gujarat. After developing 

some of the prestigious landmarks across Jaipur, the group entered the organized real estate development in 2003. Since 

then the company has developed varied real estate offerings like:

Premium residential apartments | Office/Retail establishments | Townships | Villa community | Affordable housing 

Unique Builders has adopted the best construction technology and architecture along with superior management aspects 

like finance management, customer relationship, operations, sales and marketing. To further strengthen our foundation, 

we are expanding rapidly to more cities of Rajasthan.

Jaipur | Udaipur | Bhilwara | Kishangarh | Ajmer | Bikaner | Khatu Shyam Ji | Bikaner | Neemrana | Jodhpur

After marking its presence in brick manufacturing as JBC, the group diversified into stone-crushing, house-keeping 

services and recently initiated service industry with radio taxis named Metro Cabs in Jaipur. The company also holds a 

GUINNESS WORLD RECORD for the signature project – My Haveli. The ever rising structures built by us have firmly kept our 

foundation deeply rooted.

With our ethos deep rooted, we have come a long way to become ‘TRULY UNIQUE’  

SOME OF OUR COMPLETED PROJECTS.

Unique Destination @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | C2 Plaza @ Malviya Nagar - Jaipur  |  Unique Shardool @ JLN Marg - Jaipur  

Aspire @ Vaishali Nagar - Jaipur | Royal Paradise @ Banipark - Jaipur  |  Royal Paradise @ Tilak Nagar - Jaipur  

The Milestone @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | Unique Aravali @ Tilak Nagar - Jaipur  | Royal Paradise @ Malviya Nagar - Jaipur

SOME OF OUR ON GOING PROJECTS.

Luxuria @ Banipark - Jaipur | My Haveli @ Ajmer Road - Jaipur | Unique Towers @ Jagatpura - Jaipur

Sanyog @ Bhuvana - Udaipur  | Mansarovar Plaza @ Masarovar - Jaipur

Umang @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | Samanway Riverview @ Gaurav Path - Bhilwara 

 

Samanvay Latanagar @ Kalwar Road - Jaipur | Metro Heights @ Jagatpura - Jaipur


